Wig Buyers Guide

Australia's # 1 Luxury Wig + Topper Boutique
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Our Story
The Beautiful Hair Boutique (affectionately known as The BHB) was born in 2016 and is now
proudly Australia's #1 Luxury Wig and Hairpiece Boutique.
Our founder Sarah Christian understands first hand the emotional and personal journey of hair
loss, after personally experiencing hair loss through Alopecia for over 25 years. Sarah's
mission was simple - to provide women (and kids) with only the very best human hair,
through a range of luxury wig and hair topper solutions. The wigs are soft, natural, luxurious
and stylish! Sarah has traveled the globe to meet with very best makers to ensure only the
highest quality pieces are provided to our BHB Beauties.
Sarah has continued to turn this vision into a reality. We have created a warm and welcoming
space, where our hair loss consultants take the time to really get to know you and what
you're looking for in your private consultation. It's through the personalisation of each piece to
suit each client individually, that we have been able to make thousands of women feel
confident, happy and beautiful.
The BHB carries a range of Luxury Virgin European and Premium Remy Human Hair Wigs and
Hairpieces in our flagship Sydney Boutique + via our BHB Online Boutique!

The BHB
Having suffered Alopecia from a
young age, Sarah Christian started
The BHB with one simple mission, to
ethically source + provide the worlds
most beautiful hair.
With over 25+ years industry
experience and a team of friendly,
knowledgable and suppotive staff
(more like family!) The BHB has
helped thousands of women
wolrdwide, regain their hair
confidence.

You
You are experiencing a form of
medical related hair-loss, you are
self-conscious about this and
looking for a solution based on
your needs + requirements. You
want to feel comfortable,
confident, beautiful and
supported by other women who
understand first hand what you
are going through.

A note from Sarah
If there’s anyone who knows the positive impact the right hairpiece can make, it’s me. Having
suffered Alopecia for over 25 years, I’ve ridden the emotional rollercoaster of what it feels like
first hand to suffer hair loss. Since this, my quest to find the perfect hairpiece has been a
difficult one, especially in Australia.
With limited wig and hair topper options available in the local market, to the quality I wanted
to see and feel, I just knew I needed to do something about this! Not only did I need
incredible hair to wear myself, I also knew other women and kids needed access to beautiful
and natural looking hair loss solutions just like me.
In 2016 The Beautiful Hair Boutique was born and my mission was to provide women (and
kids) with only the very best human hair, through a range of luxury wig and hair topper
solutions, which are incredibly soft, natural, luxurious and stylish.
At The Beautiful Hair Boutique we understand first hand that finding the right hairpiece isn’t
merely just about replacing your hair, but offering a means to rebuild confidence, strength
and identity for women, kids (and men) who are suffering from a range of conditions. I work
alongside the world's top hair manufacturers to help achieve my vision of making every
woman feel beautiful by ensuring you have access to the world's very best human hair.
My vision when I started The Beautiful Hair Boutique was to create a warm and welcoming
environment for women to purchase the world’s highest quality human hair wigs and crown
toppers, at a more affordable price.
Our #1 priority is to restore confidence in women who have suffered and continue to suffer
from various medical conditions and as a result have lost their hair. Specialising in wigs for
women with cancer and alopecia. I am now very fortunate to have an incredible team of hair
loss experts working with me at The Beautiful Hair Boutique. My incredible team includes
master hair stylists with over 20 years of experience, working with wigs and hair pieces. It
doesn’t get better than that!

With thousands of happy wig wearers
nationwide, we are experts in fitting wigs
for women undergoing chemotherapy,
may suffer from various forms of alopecia,
or have lost their hair for other various
medical reasons.
The best bit is, we just love what we do!

Love Sarah xo

Wig or Topper?
There are a few key factors to keep in mind when you are deciding between a wig and a
topper. We understand this question can be a little overwhelming so rest assured, we are
here to help!
Is your diagnosis likely to progress to complete hairloss? If the answer to this question is YES
then it's important to keep in mind that whilst toppers are a fantastic solution to cover area's
of concern, it might not be a forever option. In saying that, if you feel you are not ready to
wear a full wig, then you be assured that the BHB carries a wide variety toppers to suit
varying levels of hairloss. We offer a variety of base sizes, lengths and densities (volume).

You are experiencing hairloss, you feel self conscious
about this and are looking for a solution that offers you
a sense of self. Hairloss can be unpredictable, so it's
important to understand that it may progress.

I am open to the idea of a full wig.
Convenient, comfortable, complete
coverage. Ideal for total hairloss
and can be still be worn with
hair underneath.
I am want to feel + look my
best with a wig that meets
my personal requirements.
I am looking for my
dream
hair!

Wig

A

A secure, lightweight +
comfortable option to ensure
complete coverage.

I am not ready for a full wig.
Toppers can easily be blended to
help cover targeted areas. They
offer a partial solution that
is still undetectable.
I am ready to try find a
solution to my hairloss that
still looks & feels like me. I
understand it might not
be a longterm
solution.

Topper

B

The perfect solution to cover
those nitty gritty areas of
concern. Partial Hairloss.

If you aren't sure which option would work best for you, you can BOOK your complimentary
consultation with us and we can answer any question you may have & suggest the most
suitable solution based on your needs & requirements.

Which wig is right for me?
There are a few key factors to keep in mind when you are selecting the perfect wig for YOU!
Do you want the hair to look and feel the same as your bio hair? Do you want to be able to tie
your hair back for work? Colour it lighter in summer and darker in winter? These are just some
of the questions you may ask yourself prior to selecting the right piece for you. Our team of
friendly and knowledgeable hairloss experts are here to answer any questions you may have
when it comes to selecting your wig but it's good to have an idea of what you're looking for
when it comes to the world of alternative hair.
How do I want the hair to feel?
Luxury European hair is highest quality human hair available worldwide - it can be both
lightened and darkened in terms of colour. It is naturally a fine texture with really beautiful
body + bounce to it. It's movement is closest to hair that is grown naturally from your scalp!
Our Premium Remy hair is a slightly coarser texture. Majority of our Premium Remy wigs are
naturally straight. Premium Remy hair wigs can typically only be coloured darker to ensure
the quality of the hair is not jeopardised.
Density
Density refers to the amount of hair sewn into each wig. If you are going from no hair to a wig,
it's very common to feel overwhelmed so it's important to keep in mind that this will always
be an adjustment. We offer 3 types of Densities, Ultra Light, Light & Standard. We can of
course custom make a wig to a specific density if needed as well. The most common density
at The Beautiful Hair Boutique is a Light Density Wig - both in Premium Remy & Luxury
European Human Hair Wigs.
Complimentary Consultations
The BHB offers complimentary consultations to find your hair loss solution based on
your own personal needs + requirements.

In-store

Virtually

BY APPOINTMENT

FaceTime, WhatsApp or Zoom

Which topper is right for me?
Toppers are the perfect solution to adding extra volume and covering those nitty-gritty areas
of concern. The BHB Collection of toppers are made from only the finest quality human hair,
including our incredible 100% Luxury Virgin European Hair. For a more affordable option you
may wish to select from our collection of beautiful pre-coloured Premium Remy human hair
toppers. Hair toppers are available to suit those with varying degrees of hair loss, and are
available in a range of gorgeous hair colours, sizes + lengths. The BHB has you covered!
One of the great qualities about toppers is that they can easily be blended into your existing
hair to allow for a seamless transition! For example: You may find that the coverage offered
from a micro topper is the best option for you but you are concerned that it only comes in 12",
NO NEED TO WORRY! As toppers so lightweight, the distribution of the hair allows for it be
easily & seamlessly blended into all lengths - it will look just like a natural layer within your
own hair!
MICRO TOPPERS
A) 12" Luxury Virgin European Hair - Skin Top Base - 2.25" x 4.75"
B) 16" Premium Remy - Swiss Lace - 4.75” x 3.25”
C) 19" Premium Remy - Monofilament Base - 4.75” x 3.25”

A

B

MINI Topper
- 14" Luxury Virgin European Hair - Monofilament Base - 2.75" x 5.75"

#1
SELLING
BHB
TOPPER

C

Custom pieces to suit you
At The Beautiful Hair Boutique we understand that everyone's hair is different and needs to
be personalised. We specialise in creating custom pieces for our clients based on your own
requirements, so the piece feels just like your own hair! To help YOU feel like YOU again! It is
all part of The BHB difference.
How does it work?
Book an in-store or virtual consultation with us! We will then ask you to provide us with
photos and details of what it is that you're after to start the custom order process. Then you
will put your full trust in us to create your gorgeous new hair, just for you!
Your new piece will be custom cut, styled and coloured based on your request. We will of
course keep you updated along the way and changes can be made to your piece, if it doesn't
feel perfect for you.
At The BHB we also offer ongoing fitting services as it's important that your new wig or
toppers fits securely & comfortably at all stages of hair loss.
The Beautiful Hair Boutique offers an all inclusive Luxury Wig experience. Your beautiful
new piece includes the below extras!
• Styled as per your request!
• BHB Wig Stand
• BHB Wig Grip - your choice of velvet/ silicone
• BHB Hairbrush
• BHB Care Instructions
• BHB Wig Storage/ Travel Box
Sheree from country NSW contacted The BHB looking for a hairloss solution that looked &
felt like herself.. She provided us with measurements, photos and styling requirements via
email and we created this beautiful custom wig for her. All without even meeting in person!

How to measure?
The BHB offers the most advanced cap constructions available in the world of alternate hair.
Designed to be lightweight, breathable + super secure.
Below is our guide on "How to measure" for your new BHB wig! We ask you to triple check
the measurements, so we can match you to the perfect cap size!
Most of our wigs are also adjustable and we can do custom size adjustments when needed.
We are here to help! So if you have any questions around sizing please let us know and we
can help you pick the best size! If you are between sizes, we advise going down a size as the
wigs will soften and mold to your head over time, just like a pair of jeans!
Make sure to write your measurements down each time so you can get the best fit!

The BHB Cap Types
Silicone Gripper Cap Construction
Ideal for full hairloss
Closed Wefted

Clips & Combs Cap Construction
Ideal for partial hairloss
Closed Wefted

Hand Tied Lace
Ideal for complete hairloss

In-between hair loss stages? Not a problem! The BHB offers complimentary fitting
services throughout and we can alter your wig cap to suit your stage of hair loss.

How do I select my colour?
There are a few key factors to keep in mind when you are selecting the perfect colour for
YOU! Do you want the hair to look and feel the same as your bio hair? Would you like to be
able to colour your wig over time?
We have a wide range of beautifully coloured options available in both hair types but we can
of course select the best option for you based on what you are looking for! This can be done
via photos and also discussed during your complimentary consultations. It is important to
keep the following in mind when selecting the right colour for you.
As a general rule, Luxury European hair has alot more colour possibilities than our Premium
Remy pieces. For example: Luxury European Hair can be both lightened and darkened in
terms of colour where as Remy Hair can only be made darker from it's starting colour point.
Take the below colour chart for example, any of those colours here can have highlights +
lowlights added to them. You can select your starting Luxury European Base colour & have
additional colour done to the below options. We also have a wide range of stunning custom
Luxury European Wigs + Toppers available to choose from via our Online Boutique.

Our team of specialised wig stylists have created the ultimate options when it comes to
pre-coloured Premium Remy Wigs. These can be seen by clicking here.

How do I select my length?
Just like your bio hair, these beautiful wigs can be cut to a length you love! Much like bio hair,
overtime you may wish to go shorter, have the ends trimmed to keep them fabulous and
healthy and also want layering & faceframing. It is important to keep in mind that although
you have the option, once these changes have been made they can not be undone.
Luxury European Wigs come standard in the following lengths:
10" Standard Density
12" Standard Density
14" Light Density
16" Ultra Light Density, Light Density & Standard Density
18" Ultra Light Density, Light Density & Standard Density
20" Ultra Light Density, Light Density & Standard Density
24" Ultra Light Density, Light Density & Standard Density
26" Ultra Light Density, Light Density & Standard Density

Premium Remy Wigs come standard in the following lengths:
14" Light Density
16" Ultra Light Density
18" Ultra Light Density
20" Ultra Light Density
22" Light Density & Fuller Density
26" Light Density

All new purchases include one complimentary cutting & styling!

Frequently Asked Questions
What makes The BHB Different?
Aside from helping thousands of women regain their confidence and feel beautiful again, we
offer only the highest quality hair available on the market. With clients all over the world, it's
no wonder why The BHB is Australia's No.1 destination for quality wigs + toppers. We work
with the most amazing wig makers and source the highest quality hair to ensure our clients
only have the best! Our team of master hair colourists and stylists will then completely
transform your human hair wig or hairpiece to suit you! We offer over 25+ years industry
experience and our team of supportive and friendly hair loss experts are with you on this
journey.
What is the difference between Luxury European Hair & Premium Remy Hair?
Luxury European hair has never been put through any chemicals or conditioners where as our
Premium Remys as pre coloured Mongolian hair. The cuticles in both types are all left intact
making the hair aligned in one direction, this will also mean less tangling. Virgin hair will also
retain its stunning shine and soft texture wash after wash.
I've seen cheaper hair online, why would I go to The BHB?
There is so much out there in terms of options & information about alternate hair so it’s always
a good idea to do you research and know what you are buying. Unfortunately human hair can
be sourced in some pretty unethical ways – this includes sweeping hair off the floor in beauty
salons and temples all around the globe. Often these cuts are bunched together and then
give an acid bath, bleached, recoloured & sold as human hair.
At The BHB – we only ethically source & supply the highest grade quality human hair. We
also offer ongoing services & it's important that your new pieces fits comfortably & securely
at all stages.
Can The BHB make a wig using my own hair?
Unfortunately this isn't achievable. On average it takes 4-6 heads of hair to create one of our
beautiful wigs! We can however talk you through what will feel and look most like your old
hair, this way it will feel familiar to you.
How do I know what size/ cap construction is going to be the right fit for me?
There is no wrong cap construction for you, it's whichever feels the best for you!
Traditionally speaking, silicone is used for complete hairloss & a combination of clips &
combs is best for partial hairloss. If you are under going treatment - a mixture of the two
might work best for you. We offer ongoing fitting services throughout your wig or toppers life,
as it's important it fits securely & comfortably at all stages. You can find measuring
instructions via the INFO section of our website & a full video on under the video section of
our Instagram.

Frequently Asked Questions
How long does it take for me to receive my wig?
You will generally receive your beautiful new hair within 2 weeks of ordering. Complete
custom orders can sometimes take a little longer but you will be made aware of lead-times
prior to confirming!

Why will my wig shed down over time?
Whilst the utmost care is taken in the making of our wigs. hair is a very delicate and fragile
fibre. Its not uncommon that overtime they will shed (much like your bio hair) and so
unfortunately, they do not last forever. Things to keep in-mind are not putting anything on to
tightly, not scratching at all, not pulling on it. You can maintain the longevity of your hair by
ensuring it's frequently washed following our care instructions. You are of course welcome to
take advantage of our inhouse salon services!
How do I know which piece is right for me?
This will depend mainly on your budget and what style of hair piece you would like. Please
contact us or book a consultation and we will happily guide you through your options, based
specifically on your personal needs.
How long does the entire process take?
If you have an appointment for a consultation (instore or virtually) you are of course welcome
to take your dream hair home with you on the day (or we can send via express delivery!)
If you order a piece online - the turn around time is usually within two weeks! If you wig or
topper is a complete custom order, it can take a little longer but this is always discussed with
you prior to confirming so you will be kept updated throughout the entire process!
What is included with my new purchase?
The Beautiful Hair Boutique offers an all inclusive luxury wig experience. Your beautiful new
wig includes the below extras:
Custom Wig fitting with size adjustments
Custom cut and styling to suit you!
BHB Wig Stand (Wigs only)
BHB Wig Grip - your choice of Velvet or Silicone (wigs only)
BHB Hair Brush/ Topper Comb
Care Instructions

BHB Beauties

Financial Assistance
At The BHB we understand the cost of a new wig can be high so we have complied all the
financial assistance available to you, to help with your new hair. purchase There are a range of
financial solutions available to you within Australia. Listed below are the various grants and
rebates you can apply for.
PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE
Private health funds may give you a rebate on your human hair wig for medical purposes
such as Alopecia, Trichotillomania or Chemotherapy. The rebate will vary between the
different health funds and also will depend on your level of cover. It is best to check with your
private health fund on what rebate they will provide you.
At The BHB we supply tax invoices outlining your wig is for medical reasons and this can be
provided to your health fund. If your health fund also provides you with an item number, this
can be added to your invoice.
TAX REBATES
Under the ATO taxation ruling TR93/34 you may be eligible for an income tax rebate on the
purchase of your medical wig. “Medical or surgical wigs for use by a person which is
necessitated by loss of hair through sickness or disease (other than naturally occurring
baldness) or the effects of the treatment of sickness or disease” For further information it is
best to contact your accountant on how to claim your tax rebate.
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
The Beautiful Hair Boutique has teamed up with
ZipMoney to give you the opportunity to pay for
your beautiful new wig or hair topper with flexible
monthly payment plans.
At The BHB we understand that purchasing the world's
most beautiful hair may not be affordable for everyone
to purchase upfront, Our goal is to to help YOU
have access to our stunning collection, and have
amazing hair from as little as $39 per week.
0% finance is available a maximum of 12 months
to approved applicants only.

Learn more about interest free finance options.

State Subsidies
Australia Only
NEW SOUTH WALES
Enable NSW offers $1600 human hair wig subsidies to approved applicants with Alopecia.
Evidence must be supported including a letter from your doctor. The process can take
around 3-6 months.
For more information on how to apply visit:
https://www.enable.health.nsw.gov.au/prescribers/forms/wigs

VICTORIA
SWEP may contribute to the purchase of your human hair wig.
For more information on how to apply visit:
https://swep.bhs.org.au/news/174/SWEPSupplierCommunique-WigApplications/

TASMANIA
Financial assistance may be available for those who suffer from alopecia who have a doctors
referral and hold a DHA Pensioner or healthcare card.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The Department for Families and Communities (DFC) equipment program supplies wigs or
contributes towards the purchase of wigs for eligible applicants.
For more information on how to apply visit:
https://equipmentprogram.sa.gov.au/
Unfortunately at this stage Western Australia, Queensland, Northern Territory, and the
Australia Capital Territory don’t provide any relevant government subsidies.

Wigs for Chemo Grant
The Beautiful Hair Boutique offers a $300 Wigs for Chemotherapy grant to help cover the
cost of your beautiful new hair.
Our $300 wig grant is available exclusively all women who are undergoing chemotherapy or
radiation treatment in Australia + Worldwide. This incredible wig subsidy is fully funded by
The Beautiful Hair Boutiques founder Sarah Christian, with the desire to give back and to help
as many women as possible have access to beautiful hair, while the hair is lost.
If you are undergoing treatment, Sarah will approve this grant, in full, as soon as you need it!
All we ask is you fill in our quick online application form so we can help assist you as soon as
possible. This grant application can be found under the INFO section of the website.
At The BHB we offer expert advice on hair loss due to chemotherapy and other related
medical hair loss. All of our luxury human hair wigs and hair pieces are custom cut & styled so
they are perfect for you!
We also offer complimentary in-store wig fittings or online virtual appointments for those
who are unable to visit us in store.
At The Beautiful Hair Boutique we offer a range of natural looking wigs + partial hair pieces for
women who are currently undergoing chemotherapy or radiation treatments, all ready to be
wear from our flagship Sydney Boutique with FREE worldwide shipping. Our expert hair loss
consultants will help fit you with one of our secure and natural looking human hair wigs to
wear whist you undergo treatment. Your piece will be custom cut, coloured and styled to
specifically suit you! Our wigs are designed to be super secure and soft when worn, as we
understand the scalp can be sensitive during treatment.
Our cancer specific wig caps will ensure your
natural hair can then continue to
grow back underneath your wig.
The BHB carries an extensive range of wigs
both in stock and online that are ideal for
partial or complete hair loss, sensitive scalps
and will allow still your hair
to grow back post treatment.
At The BHB we are with you throughout your
hairloss journey. From the initial stages of
hairloss right through to when
your hair is rebuilding.

Wigs for Alopecia Grant
The Beautiful Hair Boutique offers a $600 Wigs for Alopecia grant to help cover the cost of
your beautiful new hair.
If there’s anyone who knows the positive impact the right hairpiece can make, it’s Sarah
Christian. Having suffered Alopecia for over 25 years, she has ridden the emotional
rollercoaster of what it feels like first hand to suffer hair loss. Since this, her quest to find the
perfect hairpiece has has led to the creation of Australia's No.1 Luxury Wig+ Topper Boutique,
The Beautiful Hair Boutique.
At The Beautiful Hair Boutique we understand first hand that finding the right hairpiece isn’t
merely just about replacing your hair, but offering a means to rebuild confidence, strength
and identity. Hair loss can be a very emotional and stressful period in your life and there will
be many questions you need answered. So we take the time to meet with you, individually, to
find the very best hair solution for you!
Our $600 wig grant is available to all women who have been diagnosed Alopecia in Australia
and Worldwide.
This incredible wig subsidy is fully funded by The Beautiful Hair Boutiques founder Sarah
Christian, with the desire to give back and to help as many women as possible have access to
beautiful hair, as she too is fellow Alopecian Beauty!
On the 1st Friday of each month, Sarah approves 5 x $600 Wig Grants to our Alopecian
Beauties who need it most.
Yes! You can apply over multiple months,
however only the one grant will be approved
per person. The grant is not means tested and
open to all applicants who
need help funding new hair.
We would love to know your story, what the
grant would mean to you and
tell us about your dream hair so we can help!
You can apply for this incredible $600 Wigs
for Alopecia Grant under the INFO section
of our website.

How do I book a consult?
At The Beautiful Hair Boutique your hair happiness is our #1 priority. We would love for you to
book a complimentary private consultation with us. The BHB offers complimentary
consultations to find your hair loss solution based on your own personal needs + requirements.

INSTORE
Located at Shop 4, 211 Ben Boyd Road
Neutral Bay, 10mins north of the
Sydney CBD. During your private
consultation you can view the range,
ask us any questions + find the best
option for you.

VIRTUAL
If you are unable to make it to our
Sydney salon we can arrange a Virtual
Consult via FaceTime, WhatsApp or
Zoom to discuss your hair needs.
Alternatively, we can just talk via the
phone!

How do I order a wig?
You are welcome to of course make an appointment to come in and purchase however we
understand it isn't always possible! This is why we have our ONLINE BOUTIQUE where you
can SHOP all the latest looks and styles + have this conveniently delivered to you within 2-3
weeks! If you urgently need to purchase a wig or topper, and we have the piece in stock, we
can send this out ASAP for you!
When purchasing online, you can select your size, styling requirements, where you would
like the part, what kind of cap construction you would like between Silicone and Clips +
Combs and add of course add in any extra styling notes in the additional info section! Our
team of hairloss experts with keep you updated on your order every step of the way.

SHOP
LUXURY EUROPEAN WIGS

SHOP
PREMIUM REMY WIGS

SHOP
TOPPERS

Let us help you,
find your dream hair..

The BHB
xo
www.thebeautifulhairboutique.com
e: info@thebeautifulhairboutique.com
p: +61 431 110 220

Shop 4a,
211 Ben Boyd Road
Neutral Bay NSW 2089

